
ALGAOEE   
Minutes of meeting at EH Brooklands, Cambridge on 27 January 2012 
 
Present: 
Nigel Brown, Stewart Bryant, Deborah Priddy, David Gurney, Kasia Gdaniec (minutes), John 
Ette, Martin Oake, Jenny Glazebrook, Keith Wade, Rebecca Casa-Hatton 
 
1. Apologies 
Vanessa Clarke, Steve Kemp, Tom Gilbert-Wooldridge 
 
2. Minutes of Last Meeting 
JE mentioned that discussions regarding attendance at meetings wasn't included but that he 
had a suggestion for a more suitable location.  This to be discussed under Item 8. 
The minutes were otherwise accepted by all. 
 
3. National Issues with regional implications 
 
• NPPF, PPS5 & EH Guidance 
SB:  Gill Chitty informed that someone is doing a PhD at York on PPS5 and archaeological 
policy. 
 
The revised NPPF had been due for re-consultation at the end of March, but it is now likely to 
be considerably later than this - 6 mths -1yr.  The redraft of the front end by a Govt dept. had 
caused major problems leading to delay for further revision.  DCLG are wrestling with 
transitional arrangements needed to assist and guide new Local Plans or those being 
retained and/or drafted in the short term - likelihood of EH PPS5 Guidance being retained for 
this purpose, and that PPS5 will remain current for longer than expected.  Three years had 
been suggested for transitional period, but DCLG do not approve - want a shorter period (eg 1 
yr) indirectly confirming acceptance that a transitional period is necessary.  
 
LAs need to get local guidance written and in place during this period. 
 
ALGAO TAF and others had worked hard on preparing sector guidance last year, but DCLG 
are concerned that sector guidance with fractures the overarching streamlining principle (ref 
Natural England's published guidance). 
 
• Standard & Guidance for archaeological advice 
NB:  Waffly, repetitive and long (especially section 1.1).  Language queried as well as some 
concepts - conflicts with what can be achieved and by whom: "Advisors should ensure..." 
KG: revision to produce short, concise guidance that more accurately fits with what we do.  
Errors in parts of the guidance relating to, for example, outreach, screening etc.  Concern that 
it may require significant redrafting after NPPF is out.  Relevance of Southport 
recommendations was queried as the status of the Southport Group's report is unknown. 
SB:  ALGAO E will produce generic comments on substantially reworked 2nd draft.  Regional 
ALGAO, other groups and individuals all expected to comment, in great numbers, as this 
exercise has presented such an important opportunity to set out what LA services actually do.  
Important political use of an appropriately & accurately described sector of work shouldn't be 
overlooked.  We need formal policy on HE advisory services at national level. 
 
Generic comments ALGAO E will mention include:  
- Timetable: very tight - to go to EGM at IfA conference in April - adoption after 1 year.  
Suggest amendment to enable review after 1 yr and facility thereafter to make substantial 
changes if necessary. 
- Who is it aimed at.  Too broad: had thought LA services but remit has widened to agencies 
and others. 
- Aspects of the guidance could be in conflict with current remits of SLAs in place with some 
LA services.  Guidance should not instruct a HE Service to be able/not able to do certain 
things.   



Screening & scanning weekly lists is a major aspect of the guidance, but nothing in PPS5 
indicates that an HE Service has to do this, it is what individual services may wish to do if they 
are able. Benchmarking concerns. The IfA guidance should be better focused and ensure that 
it doesn't create any difficulties for services that are being put out to tender. 
 
JE: queried quantity of services being put out to tender locally (Essex, Suffolk) and nationally 
(Glos, Berkshire, Tees, Merseyside, Gter Manchester), and how many commercial units are 
tendering for the work (not generally attractive enterprise for private sector). 
DG: If producing a document that politicians will use then the detail will be very important.  
 
All discussed status: more useful as an ALGAO doc rather than IfA? - possible confusion (for 
politicians) if it is a joint advice note? Considered that its issue by the professional institute, 
particularly one that may gain chartered status in near future, will be more significant 
politically that one produced by ALGAO.  IfA would have to address their RO procedure and 
monitoring of standards, quality and of disciplinary process.  HE services acquiring RO status 
may gain momentum. 
 
• Localism Bill 
LAs concerned that statutory duties could be turned on their heads as it is all about what 
communnities want.  Intention for ALGAO E to work with EH to produce guidance to help 
explain how HE issues incl protection will fit the new aspects of Localism Act (eg 
Neighbourhood Plans...). 
 
• Local government changes (re-organisations and budgetary issues) 
P'boro secure this year having reorganised into Planning team.  Waiting to hear about 2013-
14 budgets and how this could affect them. 
 
• Heritage Crime Initiative 
Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex, Ipswich, P'boro (?) and Herts have signed up. Beds still thinking 
about it; Cambs CC have not yet signed up to the Heritage Crime Initiative: intending to 
recommend it to members but haven't had the opportunity to brief them yet. 
 
DG Norfolk have created a searchable event field on HER to log heritage crime - sources 
from police and local news. 
SB advised data protocols should ensure that sensitive information is not included (names, 
addresses etc). 
JE said magistrate training has been v. important to better understand the implications of 
illegal metal detection. 
 
• Metal detecting & PAS 
SB: What constitutes treasure is being extended in revised Code of Practice for Treasure Act. 
 
 
• Agri-environment 
Quiet regionally. 
Second generation SHINE project is happening to assist those HERs that hadn't been able to 
deal with the initial project - led by Sarah Poppy. 
 
JE: EH and others with Natural England are considering staging  a training event to enable 
HE considerations to be further embedded in positive management of rural landscapes and/or 
individual assets within it. Natural England currently has complex methods for dealing with 
this, but lots of resources available for asset management. 
The group thought it would be valuable training/contact and SB suggested Elaine Willet at NE 
could lead the training - she has working background in both sectors and had important in-put 
into early days of SHINE process.  Event likely to happen early 2013 - after EH restructure.  
Possible venue:  Langley Abbey, Norfolk - a large grant from NE had been secured to restore 
its buildings and landscape, which contains earthworks, historic bldgs, buried archaeology: all 
explained on good interpretation boards. 



DG had HLS example of poor advice contained in a FEP compiled by RSPB for Fison Way, 
Thetford (which stated no archaeology present!) and validated by NE.  Training further 
endorsed. 
NB had good example of joint working with natural environment colleagues in Essex who 
shared their data from a survey of surviving woodland pasture vastly increasing the HER and 
general understanding of this category of ancient land use. 
 
• Designation 
DG had a positive meeting with Tony Calladine regarding how to move the designation of 
Norfolk sites forward after a long unproductive period.  EH's new on-line form, however, is 
long and complicated and it takes a day or two to complete one. 
DP said EH meeting "Designating Archaeology" is planned.  Much interest in getting the 
process right in terms of planning process and wider issue regarding the awareness that 
scheduling isn't mandatory unlike listing.  
Emphasis on review and revision of existing schedules rather than de-scheduling is 
preference, to ensure that buried remains remain protected when above ground remains are 
not suitable for this type of protection. 
SB: Herts starting to in-put more sites for consideration by providing lists of sites to EH 
designations team. 
JE & Roger Bowdler to visit Suffolk and Norfolk to look at successes. 
RCH is working with EH to rationalise the schedules and listings for P'boro Cathedral. 
DP:Old MPP scoring method still used by Designation Team, scheduling guides being revised 
to define principles of selection.  It would be useful to identify 'easy wins' for the Desig. Team 
to get them through the process quickly show the value of scheduling and to get the culture of 
scheduling back in place to emphasise the importance of protection. 
DG: Thematic suggestion is favoured - eg Top 10 WWII pill boxes. 
SB: In NHPP terms regarding Localism, there is value in engaging with communities to 
identify what locals would like to be protected - they could be galvanised to help produce lists 
of sites. 
 
ACTIONS:  
 - Provide list of Top Ten sites for designation for each authority area & send to Designation 
Team.  ALL 
 
 - Identify current schedules that need reviewing ALL 
 
- Note on compiling these lists to be produced and circulated. DP and JE 
 
 
4. Local Authority updates 
 
SB: Hist Env't and Nat Env't teams have merged in Herts.  Local Records Centre is being 
externalised to the University of Herts.  Next year is OK but uncertain after April 2013. 
Shortfall in finding from Districts met by charging. 
NB: New HE and Nat Env't Team from April 2012.  Long, arduous process of restructure now 
over and the value of their services within the Authority is well understood and appreciated.  
However 13 staff to shrink to 10. Delivery of other services now being discussed.  Field Unit is 
in final stages of externalisation - should be sorted in next month or two. 
DG: In Yr 2  of 3 of budget reduction, no savings to be made in yr 3, but 2013/4 may prove 
difficult again and further cuts likely if LA have a hole in overall budget. 
KG: budget stable for 2012; SLAs negotiated on annual basis. Cuts/savings expected in April 
2013.  Service restructure may alter fortunes. 
MO: Stable 2012 but Authority making £10m saving in 2013 which is likely to have an impact. 
KW: Consultation for Trust status for Suffolk is due to close Tuesday 31st January. Concern 
that Procurement Team have not appreciated the business case details so concern about 
outcome continues. 
RCH: Stable 2012, Uncertainty from 2013. 
 



 
5. Regional Issues and Projects 
• Regional Research Framework 
NB: importance stressed for finding a system for keeping the RRF live, reviewed and up-to-
date. 
JG: Feedback to her and Maria Medleycott from users is that the Tables of Significant Sites 
are extremely valuable.  Could host tables as excel spreadsheets on EAA website - annual 
review to find top sites by ALGAOEE members. Group agreement on this. 
DG Occasional addendum document for commentary about the lists to be produced on longer 
term basis. 
 
ACTION 
 - On annual basis (calendar year) send new Significant Sites to Jenny to create "What's 
New" tables.  Will fit in part with work to create lists for annual round-up reports prepared for 
site journals. 
 
Name - Authority Area - Significance of sites (to help identify the research themes)  are main 
criteria.  
 
For March meeting: provide significant sites from 2008-2010 to get us up to date with this. 
 ALL 
 
 
 
NB: Grey Lit PD (confidential draft!) - to provide feedback saying generally supportive.  Any  
comments on draft to Nigel. 
 
 
• East Anglian Archaeology 
Various books have emerged and Horningsea Pot study due in March.  One dormant project 
has come forward helping to fill an unwelcome gap in managing editor's timetable.  She would 
be greatly assisted if ALGAOEE would discuss progress of projects with contractors and find 
out likely completion dates of publication drafts, sending this info to her.   ALL 
 
• Regional Planning Issues 
Nothing to report 
 
• EoE Environment Forum 
SB: Katharine Fletcher from Broadland to front a Neighbourhood Development meeting. 
Interest in HE is waning in EoEEF.  Natural England and Environment Agency attend - seen 
as useful contact, but recognise that impetus for HE integration isn't really there. 
 
• EoE Historic Environment Forum 
NB: HLF has £££ to give out nationally and regionally.  National Trust are planning a big year 
of celebrations in 2014 (100th anniversary WWI, 60 years of Dunnage etc).  IHBC concerned 
about Penfold Review. Spaces for LA rep and 4 others at Dragon Hall EH event: confirm 
spaces with Natalie Gates by Friday 3rd Feb. 
 
last few items minuted by JG:  
 
Historic Environment Forum (cont'd) 
 
NB to attend the next meeting, in March, after that a new ALGAO E representative would be 
needed. 
 
• Coastal Issues — (please term Water Management for future agenda) 
NB had circulated a message from Steve Kemp, about EA's new supplier arrangements. 
These will establish a Framework for procuring construction, river and coastal engineering 
design, flood mapping and modelling and a wide range of environmental services. 



SB said that LAs would be determining SUDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems) on 
development sites in future.  
NB to circulate Guidance on SUDS 
Water Management to remain on Agenda.  
 
• European Projects 
WW2  (UEA, ECC, SCC are the English partners). KW said the process was very 
bureaucratic but the networking and contacts very valuable. The opening conference would 
take place in Ipswich on 12 April (KW to check date), at the Waterfront (University Campus 
Suffolk). 
 
6.0 English Heritage East of England Issues 
JE said Heritage at Risk was becoming a significant focus. New officers were being appointed 
and the whole thing would be more pro-active after the current EH re-structuring.  Re-
structuring and staff changes were still in progress, more fundamental than on previous 
occasions.  The roles of IAMs may become more thematic in future (place-shaping, HAR etc). 
SB to circulate the organogram of the Heritage Protection Dept showing changes currently 
taking effect. 
NB said the fundamental restructuring at EH was also true of the sector. 
KW said the lack of funds for LA Archaeology was in stark contrast to large amounts of 
money held by HLF and developers. 
SB said a plenary session on LA Archaeology at IfA conference would visit these issues, e.g. 
charging developers for planning advice. 
JE said the opportunity to influence HLF had improved since the regional committees had 
opened up. 
 
7.0 Regional Sub-groups: DC and HECAs, nothing to report. HER officers had met the 
previous week in Herts. 
 
8.0 New Convener and Date of Next Meeting: QC to convene meeting, DG to take 
Minutes. 
 
Date provisionally Friday 11 or 25 May 2012 at Wrest Park, Bedfordshire.   
 
Date provisional until availability of QC and venue are checked. JE to make arrangements for 
venue. Full day suggested: morning meeting followed by afternoon tour of Wrest Park. 
 
9.0 AoB: NB was warmly thanked for his term as convener, his contribution to ALGAOEE 
over many years, his leading role in the Regional Research Framework, and his contributions 
to EAA.   
 


